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Topics

• UASS specific modeling considerations
• Model development data and data collection
• General discussion of modeling 





What will be different with UASS?

Lower weight, lower total vortex strength.  However, lower planform area may 
generate strong vortices with length scales dictated by rotor widths and 
total rotor cross section. 

Multiple, (often counter-rotating, often stacked) rotors complicate vortex
calculation (for rotary platforms).  Strong return flows (upward) have been
observed in certain rotor configurations.
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What will be different with UASS?

Lower forward speed, less secondary shearing, though strong downwash 
may cause shearing at nozzles.  Shearing perpendicular to spray direction at the 
nozzle can cause droplet distribution to shift to finer droplets.   

Generally lower release heights (if desired and depending
on circumstances of terrain, obstacles etc.).  Lower release heights will enhance
ground effects.

Plethora of airframes.  The market may alleviate this.







Other thoughts

• Spot and small area spraying challenge ideas of application rate and flight geometry used in modeling.  AGDISP 
uses ‘line sources’ meaning application is always modeled as if it occurred along a line.   
• Low payloads tend to favor applications using finer droplets (insecticiding vs. herbiciding).  These are more
difficult scenarios for modeling.
• Trade off between payload and total allowed weight may effect incorporation of equipment such as flow controllers.
• Limited power reserves may effect parameters such as pump pressure (therefore droplet size).
• Limitations of power and weight may inspire innovation.  These limitations are expected to lessen as the technology
and regulation mature.
• Some thought that as regulatory limitations relax, larger area spraying will favor fixed wing UASS.



Available data and data collection

• UAV expertise, not expertise in spray deposition measurement characterizes early data sets
• Drift measurement from small sources is difficult

Generic Experimental Concerns

• Sampler collection efficiencies need to be examined considering droplet size
• Mass accountancy is critical  

UASS Specific
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Status
There is one model currently being marketed but it is proprietary so not available for 
further development.

Probably time to leave the AGDISP software platform behind and focus on updating 
methods in the public domain.

Modern numerical approaches in a full physics model should be pursued.

‘Hand crafted’ numerical models utilizing public domain data should be considered.    



Numerical modeling, utilizing a grid allowing time and space varying 
input is probably within reach.  In the past, lack of detailed information negated the advantages
of this type of modeling.  Also, regulatory modeling favors straightforward, generic scenarios.
However, modern data measurement techniques may offer options.

For instance, lidar now makes detailed descriptions of three dimensional canopies available.  
This type of canopy descriptive information was not available until recently.  We could imagine a 
library including canopies ranging from strawberry to oak forests.  Lidar provides a three 
dimensional representation that can be represented as surface area or mass density. 

So we can introduce limited complexity that would make the modeling more realistic but still 
fulfilling the requirement of being relatively generic and straightforward.  



Such approaches will never incorporate all the complexity.  
For instance, in the previous example, do we use young canopies 
or mature canopies, foliated or unfoliated, etc.  However, the
objective is not to exactly replicate nature in every scenario, 
it is to provide typical, conservative scenarios.  



Conclusion

UASS technology offers a powerful 
tool that will greatly influence 
aerial application.   However, this 
technology does present 
challenges to modeling.


